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Hold
Your
~erve!
Id your nerve... stick to
sensible pricing
structures...that has got to
be the message to all
involved within the
building services sector at
present.
.
Time and time again
BSNews has highlighted
the suicidal price policies
of various building services
industry sectors, yet it's
amazing just how immune
certain people and
companies are to our
exhortations.
It's not that we profess to
,;onomic gurus. Far
it. However, there are

IDHE -

elementary concepts to
running a business. All it
akes to understand them
is an ability to comprehend
basic arithmitic.
In selling a product or
providing a service, an
individual or company has
got to apply a profit margin
to the transaction (a) in
order to pay for the effort
that goes into the deal and
(b) to provide sufficiently
for a continuance of that
service.
There is no denying the
pressure the current
economic climate is putting
on all involved in the
industry. The temptation
to compromise on sensible
pricing has never been
greater.
There is, perhaps, some
twisted logic in selling on
price in a boom period but,
to do so when volume is
down is plain silly.

Delegates pictured at the joint Sovietllrish Technical Conference in Oublin
recently.

Into 1992 vvith Confidence

Joe Noone, 10HE Chairman with Bill Penrice, Conference Organiser, Mr Bertie Ahern, TO, Minister for Labour;

Published
by ARROW@TU
Dublin,
1991
Michael Conlon,
Chairman, Bord
Gais; and
10HE President, Bob Smyth.

Unfortunately, the "priceled" syndrome is creeping
in to a number of industry
sectors at present.
Domestic circulators have
always been susceptible to
this but radiators now
appear to be succumbing
to the disease.
The sad feature of this
trend is that the only
benefiCiaries are
clients/ customers.
Ironically, they too will
sufffer in the long-term
The message now, more
than ever, is very clear.
Sell up sell quality...sell
benefits and put a
sensible premium on that
1
service.
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HEATING & VENTILATION SYSTEMS FOR EVERY
SITUATION - MANUFACTURED IN IRELAND.

Contact:-

fIIeIIno Equipment.
House.
Street, Umerick.
Tel: 061-317417
Fax: 061-310951.
Brian Mulhare AssocI.....
112 Lower Baggot Street.
Dublin 2.
Tel: 01-614803.
01-762947.
Fax: 01-610920.
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Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE);
Mechanical Engineering & Building
ces Contractors'
Association (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.
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TRADE NEWS

Grace
Dearborn
Appoint
Kingspan Veha

Axiom Data Loggers
Woodleigh Ltd are now agents for the Axiom Range of
data logging devices. These units are self-powered
programmable data logging units measurtng 110mm x
60mm x 20mm. Each unit is programmed via an IBM
compatible computer via its serial port.
The loggers. which have a built-in real time clock. can
be set to record data in intervals from 8 sec to 30
mins. The logger is then taken to site and either
locked to the unit being logged or fixed via its magnetic
mounting strips. Whenever. you need to check
readings or fIle data you simply remove the device and
reconnect to the computer and retrieve its data.
This can then be either stored on disk or printed onto
paper in the form of line graphs for use in reports etc.
Each unit is capable of storing 32760 events before
overwriting the oldest data. There are models for
temperature. current, Co". humidity, pressure and
process signals in 2 - or 8 - channel models.

The Sentinel range of
water treatment products
for wet central heating
systems is now available in
Ireland from Kingspan
Veha.
The products are designed
to combat the problems of
corrosion, scaling and
bacteria, inefficient fuel
consumption and poor
heat output in central
heating systems.
Grace Dearborn's Sentinel
XI00 is an inhibitor - a
general-purpose treatment
providing protection for all
types of systems including
those systems containing
aluminium - against
His Excellency the German at the Montrose Hotel,
corrosion, scale and
Ambassador
to Ireland Or
Dublin last month.
microbiological
The
exhibition was
Martin
H
Elsaesser.
contamination.
organised
by Wilo to
officially opened a 33-day
Sentinel X200 is a nonexhibition ofWilo products formally launch the Wilo
acid descaler and is a
patented treatment for the
elimination of scale and
boiler noise. In use, it is
simply added to the
system with no need for
separate flushing.
Sentinel X300 is precommission cleaner which
is used before treatment
with Sentinel XlOO. It
eliminates corrosive flux
residues which would
otherwise give rise to pinholding corrosion of
radiators and will also
eliminate other debris in
the system.
The final product in the
range is Sentinel X400, a
flushing compound. It is a
completely neutral
formulation suitable for
flushing and cleaning
Wilo at the Montrose - Stefan Whlemann, Oerek Elton, John Ryan and
systems before using
Tony Cusak all from Wilo, with the German Ambassador to Ireland, Or
Martin H Elsaesser.
Sentinel XlOO.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss8/1
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range of pump speed
control equipment in
Ireland.
The equipment is targetted
at consultants, energy
managers, maintenance
managers and engineers
from state and semi-state
companies.
The Ambassador was
welcomed to the opening
by John Ryan, Managing
Director of Wilo
Engineering Ltd. who
highlighted the following
facts:- Wilo is now
established in Ireland since
1979; it has 127 people
employed; there is an
annual wage bill of £2.2
million; and investment in
Ireland in plant and
equipment is in excess of
IR£8 million.
Highlight of the exhibition
was a working model of
ARe 1.10 speed control
system. This working
model allowed the many
engineers present an
opportunity to study the
potential energy savings
associated with using the
ARe system.
Experience in other
European countries has
shown that savings of
on the running costs of
pumps are possible. using
the Wilo system.

Octabuild
Builders
Merchant
Regional
Winners
Three of the four regional
winners of this years
Octabuild Builders
Merchant of the Year are
major award winners for
the first time.
4
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The market
leaders in
copper tube
Buy with confidence from
Irish Metal Industries, the
market leaders established
over 50 years.
Our massive stockholding
means that we can
normally supply all your
needs directly off the shelf
with no fuss or delay.

The only company

that offers:
• A full 25 years
guarantee on all copper
tube.
• All products to
standard specifications of
IS 238: 1980 and BS
2871 : I: 1971.
• Copper tube
manufactured to quality
standards 1.5/150 9002/EN
29002 and BS 5750.
• A complete range of
copper tube in the widest
range of sizes and special
coatings.
Regular, immediate
•
delivery from stock.

IRISH METAL
INDUSTRIES
Unit 25,
Stillorgan Industrial Park,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin
Telephone (0 I) 952344/952137
Fax (01) 9521631MI
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TRADE NEWS
The four winners are:Morris Builders Providers
(Munster); Chadwicks,
Bray (Leinster); Brooks
Han1ey, Sligo
(Connaught/Ulster) and
Smiths Building Supplies,
Greenhills Road (Dublin).
Smiths were also Dublin
Regional winners in 1988.
The National Winner will
be selected on 12
November from among
these four merchants and
the presentation of the
awards will take place at a
special lunch that day.
There were 125 merchants
nominated for this year's
awards. The assessment
and judging took place
through the three months

of July, August and
September.
This is the fIfth year of the
awards and, according to
the judging panel, the
standards within builders
merchants have increased
dramatically since the fIrst
awards were presented.
"What was considered
innovative then has
become standard practice
within the trade and
consequently the selection
process has become much
more difficult", they said.
The Award is designed to
focus attention on retail
outlets who provide a
particularly high quality of
service to the building/
construction indUStry.

-,

AIR CURTAINS
'

A WARM INVITATION TO BEAT THE CHILLING COST OF WINTER
In commercial premises where doors are kept open or are frequently In use
during winter, Shearveil air curtains are the cost-effective way to maintain
a comfortable interior environment. Shearvell air curtains protect against
temperature loss by passing a curtain of warm air across the door opening,
which acts as an effective barrier to the Intrusion of cold air. The warm
air is then recycled to achieve cost and energy effiCiency. The Shearvell
LP and HP ranges are ideal for applications such as shops, reception areas.
hospitals and shopping precincts. Attractive in appearance and easy to fit,
Shearveil air curtains are entirely manufactured In the UK and precision
engineered to British Standards to guarantee a long and trouble-free life.
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White Heather Industrial Estate,
301 South Circular Road Road, Dublin 8.
Tel: 01 - 541966; Fax: 01 - 541017.
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Construction Industry
Federation: Jim Goulding,
Secretary General, Irish
Hardware Association and
Jerry McCarthy, Brooks
Haughton, Cork, current
holders of the National
Builders Merchant of the
Year Award.

Woodleigh Catalogue
Copies of their 91/92 Electro controls catalogue are
now available from Woodleigh Ltd.
There are many new items and ranges for thermostats
and pressure switches. New products include
humidity transmitters new range differential air
pressure switches, new models in the electronic
thermostat range, plus lots more.
Also available now is the new Belimo price list,
including the ESBE range of valves, large stocks of
which are held, along with actuators, to ensure next
day delivery.

Clyde Systems
Introduce
Roma Gas Boiler

SHEARVEIL

............_.....

The companies who
collectively sponsor the
Awards as Octabuild are:
Crown Berger, Gypsum
Industries, Irish Cement,
Moy Insulation, Sanbra
Fyffe, Tegral and Wavin.
The judges for this year's
awards were: Michael
Greene, Director,

Clyde Systems Ltd are now
offering a new, simple, "nononsense, value-formoney" wall-hung, gasfIred boiler for domestic
central heating and hot
water systems.
Called the "Roma" it is
manufactured by Ferroli
Spa, one of the world's
largest boiler
manufacturers. It has a
particularly wide range
with an output ranging
from 25,00 to 55,000
btu/hr, thereby offering
the capacity to meet the
majority of heating and hot
water requirements.
Siting is made easy by the
multi-directional flue
which allows for a back
outlet as standard or top

and side outlet if using the
Flue Option Kit (supplied
separately). It is
attractively styled and
fInished in a durable,
white, epoxy, anti-chip
paint.
The "Roma" has been
tested, certifIed and service
listed by British Gas. It
has been approved by An
Bord Gais and all major
LPG companies.
Other features include
light in weight; one main
installation; Honewell
controls; and a frost
protection stat.
Clyde already have an
established reputation for
large and medium Ferroli
gas boilers.
6
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TRADE NEWS

Evapco Evaporative Condensers
Evapco has pioneered design developments in respect of water
distribution systems for evaporative condensers. Innovations
include a simplified distribution system with large orifice
nozzles and corrosion-free PVC construction as standard
eqUipment.
Evaporative condensers by Evapco feature the patented
Thermal-Pak coil design which assures greater operating
effiCiency by providing a lower air pressure drop through the
coil while maximising the available coil surface in each unit
cross-section. The improved water to air contact within the coil
bundle allows significantly-improved heat transfer efficiency.
Key design features of all Evapco evaporative condensers
include effective water distribution; Thermal-Pak coil design;
most accessibly plan; unique fan drive systems; efficient drift
eliminators; effective louvre design; stainless steel strainers.

WOODLEIGH LIMITED
PRESSURE. TEMPERATURE. HUMIDITY
SENSORS. SWITCHES. CONTROLS
LEVEL. FLOW

Differential air pressure transducer switches
for use on filters etc.

Paddle type water and air flow switches

Evapco evaporative condensers. There are 48 models to choose from.

Euro Gas
Golf Outing
Gas Ltd recently
ho ted its inaugural golf
outing in Westport Golf
Club. Twenty four
customers were taken by
train to Westport where
they enjoyed two days golf
at one of the countries best
golf courses.
The fIrst day saw a 18-hole
four ball stableford
competition with the
winners emerging with a
magnifIcent 48 points. Day
two was - Friday 13th! was unlucky for some but
not for the overall winner,
Tony Gillan, with 38 points
scored in very windy
conditions.
The highlight of the trip was
meeting Mr Brian Keenan

who enjoyed the singing
and company of the Euro
Gas "Quire" on FIiday
night.

Winners (4-ball)
First: Tony Gillan & Joe
Lee, 48 points; Second: Des
Prendergast & Tony
Mullins, 42 points; Third:
Brian Kearney & Michael
Hannon, 40 points. Back
Nine: Pat Curran & Richard
Mason, 23 points; Front
Nine: Shay Cuddithy & Paul
Edwards, 24 points.
Singles:
First: Tony Gillan 38 points;
Second: Michael Hannon,
37 points; Third: Brian
Kearney, 37 points; Fourth:
Shay Cuddithy, 36 points;
Back Nine: Tom HarIington,
19 points; Front Nine: Ger
Hutchinson, 20 points.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

Immersion thermostats many temperature ranges
manual, Auto reset, dual and single.

Full range of modulating and on-off motors in stock
including the new NM230 range and spring return.

AGENTS FOR:-

Electro
Controls Limited

11

BEUMO

AVAILABLE EX-STOCK
CATOLOGUE & PRICE LIST AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

'WYJ OODLEIGH LIMITED
Ballingate, Carnew, Co. Wicklow.
Tel: (055) 26384. Fax: (055) 26523.
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PRODUCT PROFILE

towns and cities throughout the country. Regular
repeat orders are coming in from quite a number
of stockists.

SFP 2000
a Nevv Tvvist
to Sanbra Fyffe

''The pipe has been available up until recently in
1/2",3/4" and 1" sizes in straight lengths of 5.8
meters. Coils are now to hand in 100-meter
lengths of both 1/2" and 3/4" and 50-meter
lengths of 1". We are confident that this
development will boost sales as a demand for
coils already exists.

he September issue of BSNews carried a
brief reference to a presentation on Sanbra
Fyffe's SFP 2000 to an IDHE Technical
Evening in Dublin with a promise of further
elaboration in the October issue. The initial
presentation was made by Jimmy Rushe with a
lively exchange of the following, far-reaching
questions being put to Sanbra Fyffe who were
represented by Des Byrne, lan Gallagher,
Michael Sheeran and John
Darcy. In response to
contractor's requests,
BSNews asked John Darcy
to write this resume of what
ensued during the discussion
period. He writes:-

T
SFP 2000 from Sanbra Fyffe

SFP 2000's qualities and vital
statistics are covered in detail
in an attractive brochure
which has been widely
circulated to the merchant
trade and distributed at many
exhibitions and special
events, including in-store
promotions which are ongoing. A copy was included
by way of insert with BSNews
in an earlier edition.
The main advantage - and
one of the attractions to us in
launching this product - is its
suitability for jointing by use of
Irish Instantor Compression
Couplings to IS239: 1987.
Other strong features are its
ease of handling, high
insulation properties,
resistance to frost and
suitability for burying in
concrete (without any need
for supporting or insulating).
It is in use in numerous and
varied plumbing and heating
installations throughout the
country and has enjoyed a
trouble-free introduction. An
impressive merchant
customer base exists with
stocks being carried in many

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss8/1
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"A number of complementary products were
demonstrated at the IDHE presentation, notably a
reasonably-priced pipe cutter suitable for all PE
pipes which gives a fast and clean cut. Another
product to excite interest was the "Furbo"
telescopic fitting which facilitates up to 25mm
expansion on a run of pipework and which is
available in all sizes from 1/2" to 2". There is a
separate leaflet available showing technical
details and suggested applications.
"Many of the questions raised by members of
audience were dealt with on the spot while many
more require additional data. All those in
attendance will be hearing from us in relation to
these matters very shortly.
"One interesting observation concerned the lower
risk of damage at first-fix stage in the installation
of central heating pipework in new buildings. The
need for copper piping for the first meter coming
off the boiler was stressed; also, the
recommendation to fit the inserts obtainable with
SFP 2000 on the hot side.
"In conclusion, may I say that in introducing SFP
2000 Sanbra Fyffe is continuing its policy of
adding quality products to its growing distribution
portfolio which already includes Howard Bird's
Kitchen & Bathroom taps, Mixers; Leisure
stainless steel and Velstra sinks; Conex fittings,
ballvalves and other products; Rabco soldercapillary fittings; Cimberio lever action, gate &
non-return valves; Bolivar pipe-support fittings;
Lefroy Brooks Edwardian Brassfoundry; SAV Mini
kitchens, Cistermiser automatic flush controls,
etc.
"The addition of lines like these in no way takes
from - but rather compliments - the main
manufacturing operations consisting of the total
production of Irish instantor compression
couplings to IS 239; 1987, plus a wide range of
underground fittings inlcuding stopcocks, ferrules,
saddles - both plain and self-tapping - all in
trouble free gunmetal, as well as Starr Cross
Taps to BS 1010 and a sub-contract service in
brass stampings and gunmetal casings to various
industries, both local and overseas.
"Since the management buy-out of the business
six years ago, the numbers employed have been
stable and currently stand at 116, all of whom are
based in Santry."

8
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REFRI~ER~TIC>N
Condensers have a
significant bearing
on the efficiency
and operating cost
of a refrigeration or
air-conditioning
system. In this
article, Declan
Fitzmaurlce of
Thermo-Logic Ltd
proposes that
substantial savings
can be made by
careful selection of
a suitable
condenser.
part of the European
Building Services Study
eing carried out under
the direction of the BSRIA, a
detailed report on the Irtsh
market has been produced by
NRG Management
Consultancy.
The study revealed that the
market is heavily biased
towards air-cooled systems,
which represent about 90% of
commercial installations.
The condensing temperature
of any vapour compression
refrigeration system domestic, commercial. or
industrial - has direct effect

jiJ

on the power consumption
and the cooling capacity of
the system. As the graphs in
Fiiure 1 show. reducing the
condensing temperature can
significantly improve the
performance of a
refrigeration system.

TYPICAL SAVINGS
In fact, if the condensing
temperature is reduced from
45 Deg C to 35 Deg C for a
typical medium-sized
installation (cooling load of 120
kW, evaporating at 0 Deg C,
with R. 22) the cooling capacity
increases by 10% and the

COOUNG
CAPAOTY

kW
200

ABSORBED

180

POVoER

160

kW
40

140

35

120

30

100

25

80

20
+10'C

O't:

-10'C

EVAPORATING TEt.tPERAlURE "C

+10'C

O't:

-10'C

EVAPORATING TEt.lPERAlURE "C

FIGURE 1
GRAPHS SHOWING CHANGE IN COOUNG CAPACITY AND ABSORBED POWER
WITH CONDENSING "TEMPERA1URE, FOR R.22 COt.4PRESSOR
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absorbed compressor power
decreases by 12%. For an 8hour day, this translates into a
saving of £600 per annum in
electrtcity cost. Another
benefit is that the life
expectancy of the compressor
also increases.
The condensing temperature
may be reduced in several
ways. On existing systems the
condenser should be kept clean
and free from grease and dirt,
and air movement around the
condenser should not be
restrtcted. The condenser may
even be moved to a better
location or increased in size.
On new systems, careful
consideration should be given
to the type, size and location of
the condenser, and the
running cost of the system.
With air-cooled condensers the
smaller the condenser the
lower the initial cost, and the
higher the running cost.

WARNING AGAINST
LOW BIDDING
When a contract is awarded on
a competitive tender basis and
goes to the lowest bidder, the
customer inevitably gets the
highest running cost. Earlier
this year in Portugal, the
Refrtgerating and Unit Air
Conditioning Group of the
Heating and Ventilating
Contractors Association (U
held their AGM. The
associations President, Chrts
Sneath, warned members of
the continuing dangers of
unrealistically low bidding for
tenders, still a widespread
practice despite the present
economic climate.
Comparing to the US situation,
he said that while US
contractors faced similar
problems, they recognised that
they need an adequate return
to invest in training, and plant
and machinery for the future.
A campaign had been launched
there to press home the
message that those companies
which consistently tender low
suffer the consequences.
10
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EVAPORATIVE
CONDENSERS
One alternative to an aircooled condenser, which can
not only give lower running
costs but also very often a
lower initial cost, is the
evaporative condenser. An
evaporative condenser works
on a sightly different principle
to an air-cooled condenser.
Models are available for duties
down to 40 kW.
For the example given earlier
in this article, standard aircooled copdensers condensing at 45 Deg C would cost approximately
£4,600, while an evaporative
condenser, condensing at 35
Deg C, would cost
approximately £3,900.
Evaporative condensers will be
examined in detail in next
month's article.

TEMPERATURE IN
-Mean daily air temperature (ec) July, 1951·1980.
(Reduced to Mean Sea Leve))

IRELAND
The condensing temperature

ATC EVAPORATIVE
CONDENSERS
INCORPORATING EVAPCO'S UNIQUE, PATENTED, THERMAL-PAK COIL DESIGN.

BENEFITS
• Effective water distribution
• Most accessible pan
• Unique fan drive systems
• Efficient drift eliminators
• Effective louvre design
• Stainless steel strainers
• BS5750/150 9000 Approved
Contact:

Evapco (UK) Ltd.
27 Causeway Road, Corby, Northants, NN17 2DU. Tel: 0536201016; Fax: 0536202431.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991
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temperature of 32.2 Deg C was
recorded in Carlow in July
1983. Figure 2 shows the
mean daily air temperature for
various parts of Ireland for
July.

REFRIGiERATIC>N
with air-cooled condensers is
typically higher than normal
ambient air temperature (dry
bulb temperature) by between
10 Deg C and 15 Deg C. The
difference between air
temperature and condensing
temperature should really be
as small as possible, ideally 3
to 7 Deg C, but certainly less
than 15 Deg C.
Prior to 1 January 1963, the
official unit of measurement of
air temperature in Ireland was
the degree Fahrenheit. From
that date onwards, the unit of
measurement became degree
Celsius.
The standard air temperature
used when selecting
condensers in Ireland and the
UK is 27 Deg C. Obviously,
using a higher temperature
gives a greater factor of safety
and lower running costs, and
using a lower temperature
means a smaller and cheaper
condenser, but also a lower
safety factor.

The actual air temperature in
Ireland depends on many
factors, including the time of
the day (diurnal variation); the
time of year (seasonal
variation); the location (llliand
or coastal, etc.); and height
above sea level.

Sources, References
Building Services Research and
Information Association. (BSRIA).
Old Bracknell Lane West,
Bracknell,
Berks.
U.K.
TeI: 0344-426511

Air temperature is generally

highest between 1pm and 4pm
and the mean air temperature
drops with increasing height
at the rate of 1 Deg C per
150m. The warmest months
are July and August.

Refrigeration and Unit Air
Conditioning Group.
Heating and Ventilating
Contractors Association,
ESCA House,
34, Palace Court,
Bayswater,
London W24 JG
Tel: 03 229-2488

Between 1960 and 1984,
Dublin Airport had seven days
on average dUring each month
of August when the maximum
air temperature was above 20
Deg C, but only one day when
the maximum air temperature
was above 25 Deg C.

The Climate of Ireland,
P.K. Rohan, Meteorological
Service,
Govt. Sales Publication Office.
Molesworth Street,
Dublin 2.

The highest recorded
temperature in Ireland is
probably 33.4 Deg C, recorded
in the Phoenix Park in 1876.
In more recent times, the
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IDHE - Confidently Into Europe

NEWS

While "1992 - The European
Challenge" may have seemed
like an ambitious theme for the
IDHE to adopt for its 11th
biennial conference, hindsight
has proved they were more than
up to the task.
Over the last couple of years
government agencies,
professional bodies, trade
associations, management
consultants, etc have presented
innumerable
seminars/conferences on what
1992 will entail but no one was
prepared to take on the onerous
responsibility of organising an
event specifically aimed at the
domestic sector of the building
services industry.
The IDHE bravely stepped into
the breach recently with their
11 th biennial conference, Bill
Penrice characteristically
assuming responsibility for the
task.
All credit to Bill and his
organising committee for the
manner in which they put a very
ambitious programme of
speakers togheter, the way in
which they stage-managed the
day itself and of course for
getting the Minister For Labour,
Bertie Ahern, l:D, to perform the
official opening at a time when
two industrial disputes of national

Tony O'Leary, Bord Gais with Michael Buckley, CIBSE Chairman; Eric Farrow,
Chairman IDEH (UK); Bill Penrice, Conference Organiser; and Horst Toborg,
consulting engineer from Hamburg, Germany. Mr Buckley acted as CHairman of
the Conference morning session with Mr O'Leary, Mr Farrow and Mr Toborg
being the speakers.

significance were very much on
his mind.

being equally-impressive.

Not to be forgotton of course are
the sponsors. Bord Gais was the
principal sponsor but an
additional 40 or so commercial
firms who supply the industry
also made generous
contributions as co-sponsors.

This was especially important
given the unprecedented
delegate turnout for the
Conference. There were
approximately 120 paying
participants in all, in addition to
personnel from the various
sponsoring companies.

Then of course there were the
speakers. Some had travelled
from far afield while others were
were from Ireland and indeed
Dublin. However, what they all
had in common was a very
apparent committment to the
task they had been set. The
calibre of the papers was
excecllent with their delivery

An added bonus was the nature
and level of discussion the
papers gave rise to. This was
particularly apparent during the
coffee breaks and over the lunch
session where delegates also
availed of the opportunity to
echange views and opinions of
more wide-ranging matters of
importance to the industry.
Conference
afternoon speakers
with Session
Chairman Eric
Farrow (4th from
left). They are Jim
Owens, Market
Development
Manager, Bord Gais;
Jim Lane, Grace
Dearborn's Sentinel
Division; Manlio
Rizzo, management
consultant from
Milan; Marcia
Weldon and John
Maguire, CIF.
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BTU GOLFING NEWS _

BTU Bundoran
Weekend ....
AEB flag was flying high over
the Great Northern Hotel in
Bundoran for the start of the
BTU weekend sponsored by
Asea Brown Boveri. This year
the Mediterranean sunshine
was an added bonus for the 32
couples who travelled to
Donegal to take part.
The main competition on
Saturday was won by Michael
Melligan with 37 points, and
not to be outdone, the winner of
the ladies section - Rosi
O'Sullivan - also brought in a
score of 37 points.
Congratulations to both of
them. True to form, Michael
Morrissey won the longest
drive, Tony Gillen was nearest
the hole and the BTU President
Eamonn McGratan, sporting
the "new look", won the putting
competition in a play off.
The Captain John Ennis - in a
very eloquent after dinner
speech - thanked the ladies for
their tremendous support for
the weekend, the hotel for the
excellent condition of the golf
course and the wonderful
variety of meals, and his
committee and AEB for their
continued sponsorship.
Michael Murphy, for AEB, was
delighted with the turnout
which included some new
members, guests and AEB
Managing Director Diarmuid
O'Sullivan, and his wife Rosi.

The prize giving was followed by
a sing song which included
excellent solos and duets, not
to mention the odd bit of
poetry. Indeed, one member
was heard to remark "If they
ever give up the golf they can
start a musical society." The
merriment finished up around
2.30am.
Despite the late night, the

Captain John Ennis with overall winner Michael Melligan and Michael Murphy of ASS,
the week-end sponsors.

Rosi O'Sullivan, winner of the ladies
competition, with Captain John Ennis
and Michael Murphy ASS.

Phyllis Murphy with Aubrey Moriarty; Garvan Evans and Tony O'Leary.
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Sunday scramble over the nine
holes was keenly contested and
eventually won by Sally Scott's
team.
Before departing on Sunday
evening, the final accolades
went to all who made the
weekend such a success, and a
special thanks went to Gerry
Baker for organising the various
events.

You can write your own Caption for
this!
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- The Green Airconditioning Services Company Two of Ireland's leading air
conditioning and sales and
maintenance companies Reconair and SMC - have
joined forces to form what
must now be the most
formidable force in the
business.
The new company is headed
by Fred Cooney who has over
25 year's experience in the
business and considerable
technical expertise. Fred has
set himself the objective of
doubling the company's
profits over the next three
years.
SMC Reconair is by no
means a one-man operation
as Sean McCarthy, founder of
SMC, will also play a key role
in the business. Sean brings
a vast technical knowledge to
the new company having
worked in various countries
for fifteen years.
While supporting each other
in every aspect of the
business, Fred and Sean play
two different important roles.
Fred is concentrating on
service and technical back-up
aiming to increase their share
of the planned maintenance
sector while Sean is
spearheading the sales and
new business programme.
The combined expertise of
SMC and Reconair offers
clients a unique service in that

Fred Cooney with Sean McCarthy.

it provides them with the one
contact both for sourcing the
most appropriate and costeffective equipment and its
subsequent installation,
commissioning and ongoing
maintenance.
The company's
professionally-qualified and
highly-trained engineers have
extensive experience in all
aspects of heating and air
conditioning. Hence SMC
Reconair's enviable reputation

The combined expertise of SMC and Reconair offers clients a
unique service in that it provides them with the one contact both
for sourcing the most appropriate and cost-effective equipment
and its subsequent installation, commissioning and ongoing
maintenance.

for reliable technical
management and renowned
ability to apply practical
engineering solutions to any
size project. This includes
virtually everything from the
selection of individual items of
plant to designing the
integration of the entire
building services installation.
Equally important is the
commissioning and running-in
of such plant and equipment.
Once again experienced and
fully-qualified technicians are
employed to carry out these
tasks on site.
The same personnel are
responsible for maintenance
contracts where the emphasis
is on preventative action, the
BSNews, October 1991 13
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The best
in close control
air conditioning

•

Market leaders for over 30 years, Denco is
the first and last word in the design,
manufacture and installation of air
conditioning for close control environments.

The Denco Product Range Includes:• Computaire 'S' Range, 3-8 kW
• Computaire 'M, '1M' and 'TMQ' Ranges, 5-20kW
• Computaire Series 3, 15-100 kW
• Computaire series 3, 3circuit. 22-80 kW
• Computaire series 3F. (Ambicool), 22-70kW
• Computaire series 3D, (Combicool), 22-70kW
• Computaire series 31'S (Two Speed), 22-70kW
• Computaire FSCW Front service Units, 25-120kW
• Computacool Water Chillers, 16-80kW
• Matching air cooled Condensing Units, 3-35kW
• Matching air cooled Condensers, 12-45kW

~

DencoAir

Denco Limited,
PO Box 11, Holmer Road,
Hereford HR4 981
United Kingdom
Tel: (0432) 277277
Telex: 35144 Fax: (0432) 268005 ==~=
A member of the AMEC Group
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The Amdahl plant in Swords where SMC Reconair have installed the
first ozone-friendly centrifugal chillers in Ireland.

idea being to make every attempt to keep the plant in such
pristine working order that actual failures are few and far
between.
An added-value service is the ability - only where
appropriate of course - to carry out overhauls, strip-downs
and even total rebuilding of major items. In this way costly
replacements are kept to a minimum while plant life is
maximised.
Additionally, tight delivery and completion schedules are no
seen as a problem but more a challenge which SMC Reconair
are fully confident of rising to. Moreover, the company's total
capability in respect of design/supply and erect packages coupled with attention to detail and the use of specialist knowhow and skills - is such that installation time and costs are
kept to a minimum in such instances.
A COMPLETE SERVICE
In essence, SMC Reconair provides complete airconditioning
services, comprising liaison with the contractor and/or
consultant; selection and supply of the correct plant; a design
input where appropriate; installation; commissioning, and
subsequent ongoing maintenance. Specialist environmental
sub-contract services can also be provided covering a variety
of equipment and systems.
Given today's "green" emphasis and the ever-growing
importance of environmental considerations, these strengths
are particularly relevant. Indeed, the SMC Reconair
partnership has already seen an impressive list of such major
16
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projects coming their way.
With sensitive environmental
issues, SMC Reconair's
reputation and growing
stature as the green
airconditioning services
company is already being
recognised far and wide.
The company recently
supplied and installed the first
olone-friendly centrifugal
chillers in Ireland or the UK,
over four years ahead of the
"Montreal Protocol" deadline:
The three 600 ton McQuay
centrifugal chillers, ready for
operation on non-CFC 134A,
and Polacel cooling towers,
were installed at the Amdahl
plant in Swords.
Another first for SMC
Reconair was the installation
of a single 450-ton McQuay
Air Cooled Chiller - the
largest of its type in Ireland at the Bord Telecom premises
in Dublin.
They have also supplied three

SMC Reconair Distributorships
I

DEFENSOR - Humidifiers and dehumidifiers;
DENCO - Computer room air conditioning systems;
McQUAY - Aircooled and watercooled chillers;
POLACEL - Cooling towers;
WESPER - Terminal units.

400-ton McQuay centrifugal
chillers to Irish Life in Abbey
Street and a 400-ton unit for
the Intel plant in Leixlip.
SMC Reconair also regularly
works on behalf of leading
property owners and
management agents. This
impressive list of recent
achievement is proof that
SMC Reconair are more than
well on the way to achieving
their overall goal of becoming

the country's NO.1 air
conditioning company.
"Attention to detail and the
provision of quality products
and service has seen SMC
Reconair continuing to win
many major contracts" says,
Fred Cooney. "A larger more
efficient company has meant
we can now offer a wider and
more competitive service to
our clients".

Cumberland
House, the
Bord Telecom
building in
Dublin where
SMC Reconair
has installed a
McQuay 450ton aircooled
chiller.
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McQuay

Wesper
SnyderGeneral Corporation

ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS
"ALR" Air cooled water chillers
"ALR" Air cooled water chillers

'.

N

nominal cooling capacity from 119 to 311 kW
nominal cooling capacity from 344 to 644 kW

Fan Coil Units
)

Centrifugal Water Chillers

---

Wesperel88
type PFH 130 to 600 tons

S.M.C. RECONAIR SERVICES LTD.
Unit No. 9, Jamestown Industrial Centre,
Jamestown Road, Inchicore, Dublin 8.
Tel: 531830/1/2. Fax: 537135.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss8/1
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S.M.C.
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Call backs are the bane of
the installers life. You don't
get paid for them and they
prevent you earning money
elsewhere. Obviously, any
steps which can be taken to
eliminate call backs are well
worth taking, writes John
Lane, Sentinel Products,
Grace Dearborn.

Elinlinating
Call-Backs
Something as simple as pump
failure is very often the reason for
the call back. A quiet efficient
pump is usually indicative ~f the
well-being of a central heating
system. Conversely, in a
.
problematic system, the pump IS
often the first component to
suffer.
The modern circulator pumps is a
thoroughly reliable piece of
equipment. Failures dL!e to
manufacturing faults are rare,
nevertheless a significant
number of failures do occur with
regular monotony. The enem~ of
the pump is not the water that It
is employed to circulate, but the
alien material which all too often
the water carries.
With the advent of the modern
circulator pump - brought about
by market pressure for a smaller,
lighter more enery-efficient unit
_ the frequency of early failure
has increased. The explanation
lies in the ability of the pump to
overcome friction generated by
foulants deposited on the bearing
surfaces.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

The development of the compact
pump was necessarily
associated with a reduction in
starting torque. So, whereas the
older four pole pumps were
powerful enough to grind the
bearings down before seizure,
the modern unit is less tolerant.
This is sometimes put forward as
a criticism of the pump
manufacturers. However, the
advantages inherent in the
modern pump far outweigh what
is essentially a frivolous
objection.
Foulants not only affect the
performance of the pump, but
also reduce the efficiency of the
overall system. The responsible
installer will therefore always
endeavour to eliminate foulants
completely.
In every case this should
involve cleaning the system with
a proprietary flushing compound,
followed by treatment with a
product containing corrosion and
scale inhibitors.
Nature of foulants
The type of foulants encountered
in a central heating system is
dependent on its age. New
systems may contain particles of
paint, copper swarf, casting
sand, rust, stamping oil, flux
residue and even PTFE tape and
fibreglass, whereas existing
systems tend to be fouled by
magnetite and lime scale.

(a) Paint is characterised by the
presence of titanium from the
pigment in the deposit. The
usual source is dip painting of
radiators when paint is allowed
to contact internal surfaces
where adherence is not
complete. Chips are liable to
break off in transit.
(b) Copper tube is cut by
grindstone. The process
generates metal swarf, some of
which will remain in the tubing.
(c) Casting sand is used in the
manufacture of cast iron boilers.
It is extremely abrasive and is
probably the main contributor to
pump failures in systems where it
is present.
(d) Rust, that is, freshly oxidised

iron steel, will form wherever a
wetted unprotected metal surface
is exposed to the air. This is
often the case where system
components are wet tested and
stored for extended periods.
(e) Flux residue is a problem
when flux is applied in excess by
the installer, as it can rapidly
become the basis of a grinding
paste in the pump.
(f) Stamping oils are used in
radiator manufacture and are
sometimes present in excess.
The oil acts as a binding medium
for particulate debris in the
system, and is always liable to
polymerise into a sticky deposit
inside the pump, especially in
intermittently operated systems
where repeated heating and
cooling take place.
(g) PTFE tape accidentally
introduced during installation can
cause pump failure.
(h) Particles of fibreglass
originating from header tanks,
are sharp and sufficiently
abrasive to wear down pump
bearings, but most commonly are
found in the impellor, straining
other debris until a partial or
complete blockage is effected.
(i) Magnetite, characterised by its
chocolate brown colour, is
formed in the alkaline water of
central heating systems in the
absence of excess oxygen.
When a higher concentration of
oxygen is present ferric oxide
(rust) will form, continuously
dissolving the metal.
U) Lime scale is a problem in
hard water areas where the lime
content of the water is especially
high. It is formed by the action of
heat on the water. It normally
effects the heat exchanger first
where it coats the surface. In
situations where the film
repeatedly cools and reheats it is
liable to crack and may shell off
to be carried into the system and
so to the pump.
Preventative Action
Although the objective is the
same in each case, new and
existing systems require a
different approach.
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In both cases the system should
first be flushed with cold water to
remove loose debris. For best
results, water must be removed
from the system quickly, so where
possible a full-bore drain cock
should be used. If it is not
practical or thought undesirable to
drain the system, a heavy bleed
can be applied, preferably through
a valve at a low point, such that
the rate of bleed-off does not
exceed the rate of make-up. The
circulating pump should be kept
running throughout, with the
procedure continuing until the
water runs clear.
New system then require the
addition of a proprietary cleansing
agent with a mild detergent action.
Such a chemical will dissolve the
organic materials, viz, oil, grease
and flux residue, which can form
the basis of an abrasive paste or
sticky deposit in the pump, as well
as lift into suspension particles of
debris which have settled.
Existing systems warrant a more
aggressive approach, using a
cleanser capable of penetrating
layers of silt, such as might be
encountered in old radiators.
The safest course of action is to
employ a non-acid/non alkali
product, in which case there will
be no risk of leaks being caused
by acid attack, or by too searching
an action. Such materials work by
lifting the particles of debris into
suspension, imparting like electric
charges so preventing
coagulation, subsequent settling
out and blockages.
Treatment of the cleaned system
with a product containing both
corrosion and scale inhibitors will
give total protection to the system
against foulants.

Conclusion
The extra cost of chemical
treatment, whether it includes the
addition of an inhibitor or just
cleansing alone, is invariably
justified in the long term by
extended lifetime and trouble-free
operation.
More importantly, in the short
term, those seemingly inexplicable
repetitive pump failures will be
entirely eliminated.
18 BSNews, October 1991
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CIBSE NEWS
Russians Invade Dublin
The joint IEI/CIBSElABOK Conference, titled "Current EastlWest
HVAC Developments", was held at the Institution of Engineers of
Ireland, Clyde Road.
ABOK, incidentally, stands for "All Union Association of Engineers
in Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning, Heat Supply and Building
Thermal Physics". Nine delegates travelled to Ireland for the
conference with the ABOK President, Yuri Tabunschikov, leading
the delegation.
The idea of the conference originated back to a seminar in the
Soviet Union in 1988, attended by Seam us Homan. He developed
a friendship with the Soviet delegates at this seminar and
suggested a similar conference in Ireland. Since then Seam us
together with the Irish organising committee of Paddy Clonan,
Michael Buckley and Sean Smith set about making this proposal a
reality.
During the conference four Irish speakers and eight of the Russian
delegates presented papers. Topics included current USSR
developments in industrial ventilation, mathematical models for
prediction of air flow in buildings, Soviet energy optimisation and
ice bank technology.
A comprehensive social programme, which included a reception by
the Lord Mayor of Dublin, a visit to the Stillorgan Bowling Centre
and an Irish evening at Comhaltas Ceoltoiri Eireann, was arranged
for the visiting delegates.
Numerous site visits were arranged, the highlight being a trip to An
Taoiseach's office and the recently renovated Government
buildings.
The organising committee have asked that we express their
special thanks to the IEI and the numerous Irish companies whose
sponsorship enabled this event to be a successful and memorable
occasion.

The Russian
delegates and their
CIBSE hosts
pictured with the
Lord Mayor at the
Mansion House,
Dublin.

Michael I Grimitlin,
the "elder
statesman" of the
Russian building
services industry,
exchanging
mementos with the
Lord Mayor of
Dublin, Sean
Kenny.

CIBSE Dinner
The CIBSE Dinner will take place in the RDS Concert Hall on 15
November next.
Time is 7.30pm for 8pm dinner sitting.
Brian Homan at 01 - 2805666 for details.
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BUSINESS PROFILE

The Tube
TUBECO
•L.
Company of
Ireland Ltd.
pe--

John English needs no introduction to the building
services industry, nor indeed to the tubes, valves
and fittings industry for that matter. Nor do his
achievements need elaboration. His management
pedigree and business reputation w~re lon~ since
established within both of the foregoing business
sectors well before his taking control of Hevac a few
years ago. His achievements since then speak for
themselves.
Virtually everybody is aware of Hevac's standing

Tubes, valves
and fittings
has always
been a very
important part
of Hevac's
portfolio and a
facet of the
company's
business
which has
grown
considerably.
This is hardly
surprising
given the
company's
history and of
course John
English's own
background.
John English,
Managing
Director

within the pure H&V sector. However, perhaps not
as many are as familiar with the company's equallyprominent role in the area of tubes, valves and
fittings.
The formation of a sister company to Hevac called The Tube Company of Ireland Ltd - will
change that. Tubes, valves and fittings has always
been a very important part of Hevac's portfolio and
a facet of the company's business which has grown
considerably- This is hardly surprising given the
company's history and of course John English's
own background.

DEDICATED SPECIALIST SERVICE
Essentially, the formation of The Tube Company of
Ireland Ltd gives expression to that fact while at the

Tony Kavanagh, Director/General Manager.
same time allowing the company to provide a more
dedicated, specialist service in the area of tubes,
valves and fittings. Obviously, while a separate
independent sister-company, The Tube Company
of Ireland Ltd will avail of all the infrastructural
strengths of Hevac.
Nonetheless, the intention is for the new company
to move to its own, purpose-designed premises in
the near future. Plans are already at an advanced
stage for this development, as indeed they are for a
similar development for Cork, the latter being to
house Hevac also.
While John English is Managing Director of The
Tube Company of Ireland Ltd, Tony Kavanagh is
Di'rector, General Manager. Tony has over 20
years experience in the tubes, valves and fittings
industry, having worked very closely with John
English for many years.
Moreover, he joined Hevac more than 12 months
ago and has been working and developing the
business since then with the specific aim of bringing
about the establishment of the new company. He
will have the support of a full staff complement with
Tom Cashman spearheading the operation in Cork.

EX·STOCK AVAILABILITY GUARANTEED
Ex-stock availability for virtually all tube, valves and
fittings requirements is guaranteed, the portfolio
being extensive and wide-ranging, covering
everything from domestic, industrial and
commercial requirements through to the needs of
local authorities, specifying consultants and
architects, the oil and petrochemical industries, the
food and drink sector, agriculture, manufacturing,
water, sewage, gas and even tubular furniture.
The product is soureed from various locations
throughout Europe, the overriding requirement
being that it conforms to all the relevant BS, API,
ASTM and DIN Standards.
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RADIATORS

Radiator
Market
Tops £9

Million
Current estimates from within Ireland's
radiator industry on the market value
reveal that the sustained growth pattern
exhibited over recent years is showing
no signs of slowing down and that its
value now exceeds £9.2 million. This
would seem to stand in the face of logic
as the building services industry is once
again in the midst of a downturn. It also
makes one wonder as to the logic of the
"price war" currently raging (see cover
story).
Business in the domestic sector which accounts for some 75% of the
total radiator production figure of
300,000 units -has never been so good,
according to one reliable source. "While
we may have experienced a slight tail off
in business in the past few months on
account of the summer season, and the
inevitable knee-jerk reaction to Board
Gais ending the £600 installation
allowance for customers purchasing new
systems, business is once again brisk:
he commented.
A leading manufacturer concurred with
this assessment. "We have recorded
definite increases in sales in both the
domestic and commercial sectors. We
have found the domestic market to be
not only buoyant but fairly uniform in
its sales pattern. Rolled-top radiators
account for approximately 90% of sales,
with seam-top, aluminium and cast iron
and tubular radiators, in that order,
making up the remainder:

life with the Barlo acquisition providing
it with the means - both technical and
fmancial - to address itself forcefully to
the specifying end of the market.
So why has the radiator managed to
grow in such an austere economic
climate? Reports from the Irish Home
Builders Association show a marked
decrease in new housing registration the market is 13.7% down in the frrst
quarter of 1991 as against the
corresponding period in 1990. The
number of loans for second hand houses
has also slumped by 14% in the same
period. Couple that with the recession
in the UK and the revised estimations of
economic growth on the home front. and
once could be forgiven for forecasting the
1992 market as being anything but
auspicious.
The upward trend in the domestic
radiator market can be attributed to two
factors says Anne Miller of the IDHE.
She explains: "Many of the contractors
to whom we spoke last year indicated
that the majority of work comprised
conversations and extensions to existing
central heating systems. It is apparent
that the Irish consumer may have been
purchasing fewer new properties.
However, they were still willing to invest
in home improvements."
"Bord Gais, which commands
approximately 75% of the central
heating market where natural gas is
available, has brought over 6000 homes
in Dublin and 1700 in Cork into its
supply network in the past two years,
and the company is currently connecting
regions such as Limerick, Waterford and
Clonmel for the first time".

The ESB recorded installations of
storage space saving heaters at 30,000
units in 1990 which gives electricity
approximately 10% of the central
heating market.
Analysing the composition of the
commercial market is more complicated.
It can be divided into two tiers - the
more up-market and expensive tubular
or column radiators, designed to provide
not only flexibility in physical
dimensions, but also a more
aesthetically-pleasing appearance: and
round-top radiators.
Undoubtedly, a major challenge facing
the Irish radiator industry is the advent
of the open European market. As we
shape up to enter a pan-European
market, there are still a number of
issues to be addressed. Tony Connoly,
Managing Director of CHS, voiced a
common perception among suppliers
that the domestic consumer is unaware
of the variety of applications, styles and
features available with radiators.
Also, a grey area that the industry i
currently examining is that of
interpreting radiator outputs. While BS
3528 1977 provides the industry with
the means for standard output
certification, the confusion lies in having
inconsistencies in catalogue figures
which arise out of deriving output
figures from either Delta T. 60 or Delta T
56 degrees.
Delta B made simple
Radiator outputs are generally quoted in
catalogues at what is referred to as delta
t 60c. Great confusion abounds as to
what this actually is.

Of course the radiator industry is not
immune to the vagaries of the building
services market. This is especially true
of the commercial sector whose health
has a direct correlation with the
economic condition of the industrial
building sector. Nonetheless, the
general mood is one of optimism.
Encouragingly, home manufacture
accounts for approximately 70% of the
total market. The leading players include
Barlo, Kingspan Veha and Runtal.
However, newcomers such as Firefly
"Termo Teknik" in Clonmel seem
determined to upset the status quo.
Merriott has also received a new lease of
20 BSNews. October 1991
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Kingspan Chief Executive Brendan Muragh with Jim O'Rielly, Sales Director, Kingspan Veha;
John Stack, Managing Director, Kingspan Veha; and Tom Quinn, National Standards Authority of
Ireland, at the ISO 9000 presentation ceremony to the company.
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TO BE SURE
Warranty call-backs can result from complaints about boiler
noise, sticking pumps, gassing in radiators and even pinholing.
All of these problems can be caused by corrosion. And corrosion
can be prevented by taking the simple precaution oftreating with
a Femox corrosion-proofer. For an average new system the cost of
the Femox is around £10 and adding it to the F&E tank takes
about 30 seconds. Consequently, many installers consider
corrosion-proofing as low cost insurance against the risk of callbacks.

Corrosion-Proofing
~~, is cheaper than
..----Call-Backs

~

FREE - CUSTOMER INFORMATION LEAFLETS
We know that when the benefits ofcorrosion-proofing are
explained to householders, most consider it to be a wise
precaution, and good value. To help you get that message
across we have produced a Customer Information Leaflet
which explains why corrosion-proofing is necessary. These
leaflets are designed to be clipped to your quotes and are
available free from Femox.

t

If call-backs are
driving you cuckoo,
it's time you started
using FERNOX!
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

CENTRAL HEATING LOG BOOK
Ofcourse there will be times when you want to be called back,
for system extensions, upgrades, routine servicing and to
replace wom out components. We have produced a log book
which is designed to contain component information and
history ofthe system, including the name ofthe installer. This
will help form a long lasting
bond between you and your
customers. Even if the house
is sold, the log book remains
to help ensure continuity of
business.
SEND FOR FULL DETAILS
Sole distributor in the
Republic of Ireland

HEVACLTD.

70-72 Lower Dorset Street, Dublin 1.
Tel: 301211 Telex 32104 Fax: 301990
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Merriott

Radiators

Merriott Radiators are Unique

RADIATORS
In brief, it is the difference between the mean water temperature
in the radiator and the room design temperature. In the case of
60c this assumes a boiler flow temperature of 90c, a circuit
temperature drop of 20c. giving a return temperature of 70c.
This gives a mean water temperature of 80c in the radiator.
From this we take the room design temperature of 20c and we
get the resultant delta t temperature of 60c.
In practice. however. few engineers design their boilers to have
a flow temperature of 90c. It is more normal for them to design
at a flow temperature of 82c(l80 I) and a circuit temperature
drop of Ilc, giving a return temperature of 7Ic(1601). This
gives a mean water temperature in the radiator of 76,5c and, as
the room design temperature is normally taken a 21c(70 I). we
get a delta t of 55.5c, which is rounded up to 56c for
convenience.
To convert from delta t 60c to the usual delta t of 56c we must
apply a conversion factor. Each manufacturer provides a list of
conversion factors applicable to their products.
While the foreseeable trend for the domestic radiator market is
for smaller size radiators, more attention to appearance and
reduced water content, price is still the determining factor in
the domestic market. On a grand scale. the entire industry i
about to shape up with the rest of Europe to compete for a slice
of a potentially huge radiator market. The heat is on!

Barlo

:.-..m-The wide range of sizes and configurations available
allows adaption to virtually any architectural or design
scheme.
They can he supplied in increments of 1 millimetre.

Can match colour requirements with powder coated
finish using RAL and BS colour standards.

The Irish radiator market has undergone significant change
over the last couple of years. Not least of these is the
emergence of Barlo Group plc. as a major force within our
industry. They are now in the unique position of being able to
satisfy all radiator requirements in terms of style and quality in
realistic time frames and at competitive prices.
The Original Barlo radiator has been with us since the mid1960's. They were one of the first pressed-panel manufacturers
to incorporate the use of convector fins. Convector fillS
revolutionised the radiator industry giving the client significant
benefits in terms of cost and efficiency.
Barlo Group plc - through its new company, Merriott Radiators
- has now entered the high-output, high-tech radiator market.
They can supply an extensive range of panel and convector
radiators. together with vertical panel and column radiators.
Each of these models are powder coated as standard and can be

Automated flow-line production uses most advanced
technology in Europe.

The Merriott radiator is made of heavy guage steel tubes
with a cross section of 70mmxllmm and 1.6mm wall
thickness. The tube ends are precision sealed and hot
water is distributed evenly throughout the radiator from
vertical header tubes neatly concealed behind the front
panel. Welds are not visible.

Merriott Radiators
Dublin Tel: (01) 504106. Fax: (01) 507603
Clonmel Tel: (052) 22999/22822.
Fax: (052) 22195/24729
Part or the Bulo Groop PLC.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss8/1
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Michael Smith, TO, Minster of State for Science and Technology,
photographed with Or Tony Mullins, Managing Director of Barlo Group
plc, at the Merriott Radiators stand at the Plan Expo Exhibition in Dublin
recently. An extensive marketing programme is now underway in
Ireland and Britian to promote Merriott's specialised products, which
are being produced in Clonmel.
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radiator, which in turn is made from top
gauge 1.25 mm steel. This structure
ensures fast heat up and sustained high
heat outputs.

RADIATORS
manufactured to within Imm of the
specifiers requirement. This provides an
ideal solution where a designer requires
the radiator to perform efficiently within
the physical constraints imposed by the
building design.
The Merriott radiator is made of heavy
gauge flat steel tubes with a crosssection of 70mm x llmm and 1.6mm
thick walls. The tube ends are precision
sealed and hot water is distributed
evenly throughout the radiator from
vertical header tubes neatly concealed
behind the front panel- welds are not
visible.
The smooth unobtrusive lines of the
radiator and the uniquely wide range of
sizes available enable it to adapt to
virtually any architectural or design
scheme. Radiators can be supplied in
increments of 1 millimetre.
From their Clonmel plant they supply
the home market with both Barlo and
Merriott products. In addition, Clonmel
also manufactures all non-standard
products for the UK market. They have
also recently supplied their first major
export order into Europe with more
under active negotiation.
Details on both Barlo and Merriott

All radiators are tested automatically at
10 atmospheres of pressure. exceeding
standards laid down by DIN and BSI.
They are treated against corrosion in
accordance with DIN 55900. All facets
of the manufacturing operation comply
with DIN-4704 and BS3528/1977.
Merriott radiators. for the high·tee, high·
output end of the market. Part of Barlo
Group plc.

radiators form Barlo Group plc. Long
Mile Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 01-504106;
Fax 01-507603.

Firefly Termo Teknik
A new arrival on the Irish radiator
market is Firefly Termo Teknik, offering
high-quality. value-for-money, "fully
fInished" radiators.
All the best features of automated
manufacturing technology, product
design and packaging has been
harnessed in the development of this
product.
The convector fins are made from 0.5mm
gauge material and are welded to the
waterways in the main panel of the

On completion of all assembly and
testing operations. the radiator then
receives a primer paint application
followed by a high-gloss powder paint
finish which is scratch resistant and
also protects against colour fading.
The top grille cover is designed to deflect
the warm air into the room, rather than
allowing it to travel up the wall. This
cover is incorporated as standard on the
double-panel radiator and is an optional
choice on the single convector.
The TBOE half inch connections,
combined with high BTU performance,
make the product readily adaptable to
any configuration of plumbing
arrangement.
The total packaged product is European
in concept in that it is a "fully finished
radiator", even to the detail of including
the concealed wall brackets, chromed air
vents, wall bolts, wall plugs. connection

Barlo Heating Limited
Dublin Tel: (01) 504106. Fax: (01) 507603.
Clonmel Tel: (052) 22822. Fax: (052) 24729

JOIN THE ROLL TOP RADIATOR REVOLUTION
1. Smooth Roll Top-no sharp edges-easier
to keep clean.
2. High Output Convectors-More Heat
from Less Space.
3. Consealed brackets
4. Integrated Air Vent-No ugly top plugs
or connections.

I'O~"'-""'*\

c'"

~

0~

~

Warmth with style starts at the Top

ss 35 281977
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RADIATORS

washers and nylon bracket mounting
covers as standard. The heavy-duty,
double-wrapped product is ready for
installation with nothing further to buy.
Firefly operates from warehouse
premises at Unit 54, Broomhill Drive,
Tallaght, Dublin 24 and has offices
registered at Firefly Products Ltd, 28
O'Connel! Street, Clonmel, Co.
Tipperary.
The company is owned and managed by
Charles Wheeler, the former Managing
Director of another Irish manufacturer
and his team includes Laurence Kiely,
Director/Company Secretary, Leo
McCooe and Kevin O'Keefe, all of whom
also worked for the same manufacturer.

i

Customers are serviced from a
comprehensive stock held at the
Broomhill Drive warehouse via a
network using Flancare International.
Details from Firefly Termo Teknik,
Firefly Products Ltd, 28, O'Connell
Street, Clonmel. Tel: 052-25921; Fax:
052-23813.

Clyde/Ferroli
Clyde Systems Ltd and Ferro~ Spa offer
a new range of Wgh-output, smgle-panel
and double-panel convector radiators,
available ex-stock in heights of 300mm
and 500mm.
Ferroli radiators are manufactured to
the highest quality control requirements
and comply with BS 5750 British
standard quality system as well as DIN
and ISO.
The Ferroli super convector radiators
have an attractive, warm, wWte epoxycoated finish wWch eliminates the
necessity of painting or further
decoration.

A selection from the Ferroll range by Clyde Systems

Kingspan Veha
Kingspan Veha, the only Irish radiator
manufacturer with the ISO 9000
approval, have established a large and
influential merchant base throughout
the country, by careful selection over a
period of time.
The company - wWch has the full
backing of the Kingspan Group plc, is
fully committed to the Irish market on a
long term basis. By supporting its
merchant stockists, they maintain their
profitability against cheap imported
radiators, some of wWch are being
dumped on the Irish marketplace.
Kingspan Veha are continually updating
and improving manufacturing
techniques in order to provide customers
with a competitive quality product.

All radiators are supplied with four
connections. The double-panel radiator
is fitted with grill at top and sides.
These quality radiators are available "at
very competitive prices".

Good looks are incorporated in the
Kingspan Veha radiator, wWch is also
reliable and durable. Because of special
features they are designed to provide a
greater output from a smaller radiator.

Also new from Clyde is the range of
Ferroli "Mago" aluminium sectional
radiator aimed at architects and
designers. They are available in two
heights - 350mm and 700~m. These
attractive, high-output sectional
radiators are supplied with a stoveenamelled epoxy fmish and require no
further decoration.

Kingspan Veha radiators blend
unobtrusively into any room to become
part of the home. Concealed mounting
brackets are supplied with the full
range.

The Wgh heat emission of aluminium,
combined with a lightweight sectional
construction, results in a saving in wall
space. labour and maintenance costs.
Details from Clyde Systems Ltd, John F
Kennedy Road. Dublin 12. Tel: 01507844; Fax: 01-507419.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1991

Kingspan Veha radiators are elegant in
appearance, and have an efficient heat
output acWeved by welding convector
fins to the back of the radiator, the fin
design being one of the most advanced
of its type. It is in contact with the
panel on the waterway and between the
waterway. Neatness is especially true of
the double panel radiator due to
advanced manufacturing techniques.
Details from Kingspan Veha Ltd, The

Murrough, Wicklow. Tel: 0404 -67278;
Fax: 0404-67731.

Heatmerchants
Concept 2000
Combining the Italian flair for design
with a comprehensive technological
research and development programme,
Concept 2000 radiators would please
even the most critical customer and
enhance the appearance of any room.
This has been achieved by a
combination of the following:Type 21 radiators (2 panels and 1
convector plate) to replace the standard
double panel radiator. Giving far greater
heat output than the double panel, the
type 21 has a much slimmer profile and
does not project as far from the wall,
thereby saving floor space;
Type 21 radiators are supplied with
ready-fitted top and side panels at no
extra cost;

Type 11 radiators (l panel and 1
convector plate) can be supplied with top
and side panels at a small extra charge.
This completes the overall effect and
gives a pleasant coordinated effect
throughout the house.
5-year guarantee; Manufactured from
1.25mm cold-rolled fully-finished steel;
Pressure tested to 8 Bars - suitable for
working pressure of 6 bars; Supplied
with 4 x 2.5" connections, 1 x 2.5"
banking plug and 1 x 2.5" air vent plug;
Supplied with two or three concealed
brackets and appropriate screws and
plugs; Hot degreased primer coated and
phosphated; then oven dried at 190
BSNews, October 1991 25
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Cut down on potentially dangerous sharp edges
with Kingspan Veha high efficiency radiators.
Kingspan Veha rolled-top radiatots are designed
to fit into any home. As the only part of a heating
system that will constantly be looked at well into the
next century, we appreciate the importance of
combining good looks with quality and safety.

A VOIDING

SHARP EDGES

Whether the radiator is required to complement
the clear lines of a modern home or enhance the
traditional features of a mature residence, our elegant
rolled-top radiators will blend in anywhere.
Add to this the fact that all radiators are fully
tested before they leave the factory - the kitemark
guarantees the quality of the product - and that they
have no sharp top edge to scratch or tear, it is hardly
surprising that more and more people wouldn't touch
anything else.

.
K111a!Spa11
~

~
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VEHA LIMITED

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss8/1
Kingspan Veha Ltd. The Murrough
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Wicklow
TeI: 040467278 Fax: 040467731

Ireland
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degrees C and finished with super epoxy
powder coat - double protection for
longer life; Supplied fully packed with
special double corner and front pieces;
and then shrink wrapped; no damage
during transport storage and
installation; Heat outputs certified in
accordance with BS 3528 and also
conform to UNI ISO. DIN. NF standards.
Details from Heatmerchants Ltd. 3
Kylemore Park North. Kylemore Road.

BS News Fax: 01Dublin 10. et
Tel:al.:01-6231248;
6231253; or branches in Cork. Athlone.
Limerick. Kilkenny. Sligo and Waterford.

HevacjMyson

Recent independent research carried out
in the UK shows that 87% of heating
installers prefer round top radiators.
while a staggering 97% of the general
public agree with this finding.
The Myson Round Top range consists of
over 150 sizes spread over four typessingle panel, double panel, single
I c9.!lYector and double convector. Using
. ~~
advanced welding
r.
..&.~!'?
techniques. a larger but
---.==========~
*
..
:'io'":
.~
more compact convector
M'~'
~ ~'
plate is attached to both the
~~.@' -,'
wet and dry sections of
~'
.A....
~
"
Round Top Super.-@'
,"
convectors. This increase in
,,~ "
.~
,,"
area and heat transfer
greatly improves the heat
output.
Myson Round Top radiators
are made from cold rolled.
fully-finished steel, and
each panel is formed with a
smooth. round top from a
single sheet. Unlike most
radiators. the Myson Round
Top has an integral air vent.
out of sight but easily
Concept 2000 Type 11 with top and side panels from

..

~

,

"

"

f', '"

Also from Hevac is the exclusive Chappee
cast-iron radiator series.

accessible.
Every Round Top is degreased.
phosphated and primer coated. A top
coat is then applied to all visible
surfaces using an epoxy/polyester paint
system. This superior finish means the
Round Top can be installed without
further painting.
Each radiator is individually pressure
tested 7 bar (lOO psig) and is suited for
a working pressure up to 4.7 bar (67
psig). All radiators are individually
wrapped for maximum protection in
handling and are clearly marked with
the type and size.
Finally. all Myson radiators are tested to
British and European standards with
outputs independently certified.
Details form Hevac Ltd. 70/72 Lower
Dorset Street. Dublin 1. Tel: 01-508166;
Fax: 01-301990.

Heatmerchants.

TERNlO

TEKNiK

STEEL PANEL RADIATORS

liThe Complete Radiator"
Elegant Style
High Performance

·

Economy

FIREFLY PRODUCTS LTD.
28 Q'Connell St.,
Clonmel, Ireland.
Tel: (052) 25921. Fax: (052) 25921.
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Unit 54, Broomhill Drive,
Tallaght, Dublin 24.
Tel: (01) 524285. Fax: (01) 524935.
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"DREAM" BECOMES
REALITY

PRODUCTS

The newly introduced Valor
Dream is a high-efficient
decorative gas fire. Designed
specifically to combine visual
realism with high efficiency.
It has a carefully designed
convector box which combines
with a modified decorative gas
fire engine to produce an
efficiency of 45%, ''twice as much

The Valor Dream from Taney
Distributors

as normal decorative gas fires'.
The fire has a heat outplJt of
2.60kw and is economical to run
costing fractionally over 8p per
hour on its highest setting and 3p
per hour on its lowest.
It is designed for both 16" and 18"
fireplace openings and is
suitable for installation into 5" and
7" diameter flues and brick built
chimneys.
Details from Taney Distributors
Ltd, Unit 4, Riversdale Industrial
Estate, Bluebell Avenue, Dublin
12. Tel: 01-508120; Fax: 01500051

SMALL FOR ITS SIZE
The Hiross close-control air
conditioning unit stands literally,
head-and-shoulders above other
systems.
With space in the computer room
being at a premium, Hiross
engineers set out to cut air
conditioning space requirements
by developing a tall, ultra-slim
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol30/iss8/1
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packaged unit. The resulting two
Miniflex models have plan
dimensions of only 600 x 320 mm
for 4.7 kW cooling capacity M50;
and 700 x 360mm for the 7.5 kW
M75.
Furthermore, the Miniflex can
also fit into awkward corners
since all service operations can
be carried out from the front of
the unit with no requirements for
side access.
The height of the Miniflex is an
added advantage since it enables
the cool conditioned air to be
projected across the room above
head height, thereby ensuring
good air distribution and avoiding
any danger of "hot spots" in the
room.
Another special feature is the
microprocessor control and alarm
system, of a type normally only
associated with much larger air
conditioning units. This controls
operation of the air-cooled direct
expansion refrigeration circuit,
electric reheat and sterile steam
electrode humidifier. A fresh air
intake kit is also available for
fitting inside the Miniflex unit.
Details from DC Compute Air Ltd,
DCCA House, Baldoyle Industrial
Estate, Dublin 13. Tel: 01392366/392009; Fax: 01-392343

which explain to the individual
why they should have regular
chlorination carried out.
Details from Hevac Ltd, 70172
Lower Dorset Street, Dublin 1.
Tel: 01-301211; Fax: 01-301990

VALVE POSITION
INDICATING SWITCH
This magnetically coupled, NEMA
4-rated, model 12ADN with quick
disconnect is the latest addition to
the family of high-quality position
indicating switches and
transmitters manufactured by
Proximity Controls Corp.
It is used in a broad variety of
valve automatic applications, and
is especially suitable for bre
industry washdown applicatio
It is also available with an
anodised aluminium or stainless
steel housing, with a large
selection of different switch
options; and with male and
female or both connectors.
The expanding product line
offered by Proximity includes
magnetic coupled, thru-shaft,
protected reed and multi-turn
switches as well as transmitter
options and over 2000 different
mounting kits for a variety of

FERNOX STEROX
The Health and Safety Executive
in the UK recommend that water
systems (both hot and cold)
should be cleaned and
chlorinated once a year. Most
people are unaware of this and
therein lies the opportunity of
providing the customer with clean
water and the plumber with clean
profit.
Fernox has produced a brand
new product, Sterox, the
complete chlorination kit. It
contains all that is necessary to
chlorinate five average systems,
including full and detailed
instructions.
In order to help the plumber
secure the chlorination business,
Fernox has also produced leaflets
(which are easily personalised)

Valve position indicating switch from
Manotherm.

valve, gearbox, damper and
actuator position indicating
requirements.
Details on the entire range from
Manotherm Ltd, 4, Walkinstown
Road, Dublin 12. Tel:01-522355;
Fax: 01-516919.
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Ferroli is one of Europe's largest
foundries, producing a wide range of
gas fired boilers. Combining the best
of Italian styling and engineering, with
the choice of either cast iron or steel
construction, developed in Ferroli's
own sophisticated laboratories.
In Ireland, Ferroli boilers are
distributed by Clyde - the country's
largest and longest-established
specialist supplier. Our back up service
is really impressive - with over twenty
skilled technicians in several locations
around the country to assist with any
problems at very short notice.
Outputs
range from
the ROMA
domestic
boiler
(i 1I ustrated)
at 7kw, up to
large
industrial
units up to
10,OOOkw.
We are also
main
distri butors
for boilers,
burners and ancillary equipment from
several other manufacturers: De
Dietrich, Fondital, Combat, Powrmatic
and York-Shipley.
For advice or technical brochures, or if
you would like one of our
representatives to call. ..contact Clydethe big name in gas heating
equipment!

C
GAS

E

TEMS

( A Division of Clyde Systems Ltd.)
John F. Kennedy Road, Dublin 12
Tel. 507844 Fax 507419

RlEllO
MAIN RIELLO DISTRIBUTORS
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Dwyer Manometers, Magnehelic Gauges,
Pressure, Level, Flow Switche and Meters

MANOTHERM LTD - The one stop shop for industrial instruments
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